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  A MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT/DIRECTING GENERAL           
        CHAIRMAN JEFF DOERR

2016 will, without a doubt, be an extremely busy 
year for the IAM and District Lodge 19.  We have 
ongoing negotiations with multiple employers, 
the 2016 Grand Lodge Convention and the 2016 
Presidential election.

Recently, we have started seeing furloughs on 
some of our Class I Carriers.  Railroads are citing 
declines in coal and crude oil demand as the 
driving force behind these furloughs.  A reduction 
in energy consumption coupled with lower prices 
of natural gas and a move toward renewable 
energy has U.S. railroads seeking to reduce 

operations in areas where they predominately moved coal.  With that being said, 
an increase in intermodal freight has presented opportunities for many furloughed 
members at other locations.  I want each of you to know that our District is fully 
committed to reducing furloughs and fighting to save as many jobs as possible 
while we adapt to our changing industry.

In regard to National Freight Negotiations, we are still in mediation with the 
National Carriers Conference Committee (NCCC).  We have meetings scheduled 
through the beginning of summer.  The major issue in this round of bargaining 
continues to be healthcare.  While we have recently moved to other topics, we 
will have to come to an agreement with the NCCC on healthcare before a tentative 
agreement can be reached.  District Lodge 19 will continue to work hard with our 
Coalition to reach an agreement worthy of being put forth to our members.

I would like to recognize the tremendous work of AP/DGC John Lacey and GC Gary 
Naylor as well as all of our coalition partners in reaching a tentative agreement with 
New Jersey Transit in order to avert a work stoppage.  I would also like to extend 
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my thanks to the officers and members of Local Lodge 1041.  Through their solidarity, we demonstrated that we will stay the 
course, no matter how long it takes, to bring back a fair agreement for our members to vote on.

The 39th Grand Lodge Convention is set for September of this year.  This is where IAM members from across the U.S. and 
Canada will come together and chart the IAM’s course for the next four years.  I would like to see maximum participation from 
all Local Lodges within our District so that all of our members are adequately represented at the convention. 

Again, I would like to thank each of you for your continued support for the IAM and our District as we work to negotiate fair 
agreements, protect our members and fight against the continued attacks on our collective bargaining rights.

Sincerely and Fraternally Yours,

SOLIDARITY PREVAILS ON 
NEW JERSEY TRANSIT

In 2011, District Lodge 19 and Local Lodge 1041 had started 
to work on what would turn into a long, drawn-out process 
to reach a fair agreement with New Jersey Transit (NJT), the 
third largest commuter railroad in the U.S. 

NJT’s rail unions, which collectively represent over 4000 
workers, had sought an agreement patterned after the 
settlements reached on Long Island Railroad and Metro 
North in this round of bargaining.  NJT, however, had 
proposed a concessionary agreement with workers having 
to pay so much toward health insurance premiums that the 
cost-share would negate the proposed wage increases.  The 
Carrier argued that the increase in cost-share of insurance 
premiums were comparable to that of state workers. 

In late 2014, we entered into mediation with the National 
Mediation Board (NMB) in hopes that the neutral third 
party could help to bring the sides to a fair voluntary 

agreement.  Mediation continued until June of 2015 and 
with no agreement in sight, the NMB released the parties 
from mediation.  This began a 30 day cooling-off period 
in which we had requested that a Presidential Emergency 
Board (PEB) be created to review the positions of both 
labor and management and issue non-binding settlement 
recommendations.

President Obama subsequently issued the executive order 
which created PEB 248. The recommendations on the major 
issues of wages and health insurance contributions fell much 
closer to the terms proposed by the Union Labor Coalition 
than those of New Jersey Transit, although the Board did 
backload its wage recommendations to accommodate 
the railroad’s budgetary concerns.  The PEB found that 
the Coalition’s proposals were appropriately based on 
settlements in the commuter industry, while the company’s 
unprecedented reliance on a state worker concessionary 
contract was not persuasive.

After the PEB issued its report, the NJT Rail Labor Coalition 
had agreed to adopt the recommendations and subsequently 
issued a new settlement proposal to the Carrier.  NJT 
however, chose not to accept the recommendations of PEB 
248 and instead, sent a letter to the White House, requesting 
a second PEB.  The Railway Labor Act (RLA) allows for a 
second PEB to be formed in commuter rail negotiations 
to go a step further in order to avoid service disruptions 
from strikes or lockouts.  The Carrier stated, “Although the 
recommendations in the first Emergency Board report, No. 
248, dated August 14, 2015, did not result in a resolution of 
dispute, we are hopeful that a second Board will assist the 
parties in achieving an agreement.”

NJT’s request resulted in the formation of PEB 249.  The three 
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member neutral panel reviewed, in depth, the findings of 
PEB 248, which we submitted as our final offer, and found 
the rationale of the first Board to be compelling.  In contrast, 
NJT’s final offer differed little from the concessionary 
proposal it made to PEB 248.  In rejecting NJT’s position, the 
Board wrote that, “We find that the Carrier’s push to link the 
wages, benefits and working conditions of its employees to 
those of State employees is not moving the parties toward a 
voluntary agreement.” 

With nearly all of the union workers at NJT voting to strike, 
it was back to the bargaining table for our Coalition.  The 
strike date was set for 12:01 am on March 13, immediately 
after the expiration of the final cooling-off period.  Coalition 
negotiators and NJT worked day and night in hopes of 
reaching an agreement to avert a work stoppage which 
would cripple transportation in the region.  With less than 36 
hours to go, the sides finally reached a tentative agreement.  
“It was a long, lengthy process and at times frustrating not 
being able to report any progress to the membership,” said 
Mark Perez, Local Chairman of Local Lodge 1041.  “With 
the support of Jeff Doerr through this entire negotiation, 
John Lacey and Gary Naylor were able to get LL 1041 an 
agreement worthy of ratification.”

The agreement, which will be voted on by our members 
on March 29th, calls for wage increases of 23.2% when 
compounded over the eight and a half year life of the 
agreement.  In order to overcome NJT’s objection to provide 
full back pay due to budgetary concerns, we agreed to allow 
the Carrier to split the retro-pay into two equal installments 
with one right after ratification and the other no later 
than one year after.  We were also able to keep healthcare 
contributions extremely lower than those sought by NJT.  

At a time when public workers have seen their wages 
stagnate and their health costs explode, our collation and the 
workers it represents, stood strong and has now achieved 
a contract worthy of ratification.  Solidarity, in the face of 
adversity, wins again!

DISTRICT 19 EAP DIRECTOR
RUNS FOR PUBLIC OFFICE

District Lodge 19 Employee Assistance Program (EAP) 
Director Josh Hartford is running for a seat in the Maine 
House of Representatives.  In addition to his role as EAP 
Director, Brother Hartford is employed by Pan Am Railways 
and serves as the Local Chairman of Local Lodge 409.

Brother Hartford is running against Representative Joel 
Stetkis (R) for the Maine House District 105 seat.  The first 
term incumbent has a 0% rating with the Maine AFL-CIO 
and is a cosponsor of Right to Work for less legislation.  “He 
voted against labor on every bill that would help working 
class families in the 2015 legislative session,” said Hartford.

Hartford has indicated that his campaign is about helping 
working class families escape the constant squeeze of an 
out-of-balance economy.  Contrary to his opponent, Brother 
Hartford believes that working families deserve a living 
wage, affordable healthcare and a future with retirement in 
sight.  “We don’t want the whole pie,” said Hartford.  “We 
just want a slice, we cannot survive on crumbs.”

Brother Hartford is running as a Clean Election Candidate, 
which means he will be using public funds for his campaign. 
“I’m working for the people of House District 105 and 
no outside interests, with deep pockets, will persuade 
me to work for them instead,” he said.  Brother Hartford 
can collect seed money not to exceed $1000.00 with a 
maximum individual donation of $100.  This seed money, 
which must be collected and spent before April 20th, will 
help to get Hartford’s campaign up and running until the 
clean election funds are dispersed.

The State Primary will be on June 14th with the General 
Election occurring November 8th.  If you are a resident of 
Maine House District 105, we encourage you to support 
Brother Hartford in his endeavor to become a strong voice 
for the working men and women of Maine.

Best wishes in your campaign Brother Hartford!
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CANADIAN PACIFIC PRESSES FOR RAILROAD CONSOLIDATION

Beginning in 2014 and still ongoing today, Canadian Pacific 
Railway (CP) has been relentless in its pursuit of another 
round of railroad consolidation.  After a failed attempt to 
purchase CSX Corp. in 2014, CP set their sights on Norfolk 
Southern (NS).  Last year, CP had submitted multiple 
unwanted takeover bids for Norfolk Southern.

Norfolk Southern has been resisting Canadian Pacific’s 
roughly $30 billion cash-and-stock bid to buy the company, 
citing regulatory concerns and an offer it says is too low.  
Norfolk Southern’s board has rebuffed CP’s advances 
on numerous occasions.  Consequently, CP has taken its 
pitch directly to NS shareholders, pushing for a vote at the 
upcoming annual shareholder’s meeting to compel NS’s 
Board of Directors to sit down with CP to discuss a merger.  

As NS continues to reject offers from CP, they have launched 
a strategic plan to improve their operating performance.  The 
plan is designed to provide reassurance to investors as NS 
stock remains under pressure from the effect of collapsing 
energy prices on rail cargo demand and as it fights off 
Canadian Pacific.

Meanwhile, CP has petitioned the Surface Transportation 
Board (STB) for an Expedited Declaratory Order on two 
issues.  Whether a voting trust structure could be used while 
CP attempts to acquire control of NS and whether CP CEO 
Hunter Harrison would be able to end his ties at CP in order 
to take control of NS prior to a merger’s regulatory approval.  
In a March 10th decision, the STB stated that replies 
addressing the merits of CP’s petition will be due by April 8th 
and CP will have until April 13th to file rebuttals.

CP continues to pursue CSX as well with a recent $20 billion-
plus offer which has been rebuffed by the U.S. Carrier.  
Though the latest offer was rebuffed, CP remains interested, 
they said.

While unlikely to be approved by the STB, another round 
of railroad consolidation would have detrimental effects 
on our members.  This is apparent when we look back to 
the last round of consolidation that began with the current 
deregulatory era.  Unlike the mergers of the 1950s and 1960s 
that were intended to ensure the survival of certain railroads, 
the more recent consolidations were designed, in a sense, 
to make profitable railroads more profitable.  As Carriers 
consolidated, railroad employment numbers significantly 
declined.

District Lodge 19 intends to work against this and future 
rail merger proposals as our members know just as well as 
anyone, the devastating effects these consolidations have on 
jobs, freight service and safety.
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2016 EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

District Lodge 19 is working with the IAM’s Health and Safety Department under a grant funded 
by the DOT Pipeline and Hazardous Material Safety Administration (PHMSA), to provide training 
to our members.  The class curriculum is specifically designed for the rail industry.  This is a five 
day class, which is 100% funded through the grant at no cost to the Local Lodge.  Participants, 
after completing the class, will have the skills necessary to train other railroad workers about 
the dangers of working around hazardous materials shipped by rail.  The first class under this 
grant, specifically for District Lodge 19, was held in Las Vegas in November 2015.  There are 
currently classes scheduled for the 1st half of 2016 in Houston, TX, Portland, ME and Saint Paul, 
MN.  There will be additional locations in the 2nd half of the year.  For more information, please 
contact your General Chairman.

This year’s Basic Local Chairman Development Program will be held April 10-15 and is currently 
full.  This class, limited to twenty four participants, focuses on giving Local Chairmen and 
members the skills needed for drafting claims as well as effective verbal communication with 
very intense exercises of claim writing and negotiating scenarios for representing employees.  
Additionally, the training serves as an introduction to the Railway Labor Act (RLA) and the 

National Railroad Adjustment Board (NRAB). 

The Advanced Local Chairman Development Program will be in the 3rd quarter of this year with the Official call letter going 
out to the Local Lodges in April.  This program is focused on representing members during formal investigations.  As this is 
very intense training, the class size is limited to twelve participants.  During the week long class, we conduct several mock 
investigations with each participant being responsible for preparing and participating as the Local Chairman in three unique 
investigations.  The District Lodge 19 staff participates in the investigations by supporting participants during their case 
preparation along with assuming the roles of the hearing officer, charging officer, charged member and any witnesses that may 
be necessary in the mock investigation.  To qualify for enrollment in this program, you must have completed the Basic Local 
Chairman Program after November 2014.  It is our goal to have a second Advanced Local Chairman class toward the end of 
the year if there is enough interest and space available at Placid Harbor.

The District 19 staff remains committed to training our members by giving them the proper tools and education they need to 
do their jobs.

(Assistant to the P/DGC 
Brian Orwan)

2016 Class Schedule

• Basic Local Chairman Development Program April 10-15, 2016

• Advanced Local Chairman Development Program*    August 21-26, 2016

*Prerequisite: Must have completed Basic Local Chairman Development Program after 
November 2014. 
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Sign Up for the Second Annual Guide Dogs of America
Southeast Championship Charity Golf Tournament

Hosted by District Lodge 19, at the beautiful Chattanooga Golf and Country Club, the Second 
Annual GDA Southeast Championship Charity Golf Tournament is less than two months away.  
If you are interested, please submit your registration form as soon as possible, as the number 
of participants in this event is limited.  All proceeds will go to Guide Dogs of America which 
provides seeing-eye dogs free of charge for the blind and visually impaired throughout the U.S. 
and Canada.  Your participation in this charity event is greatly appreciated! 

   If you wish to play or become a sponsor of this event, please 
   complete the registration form which can be found here. 

LEGISLATIVE FOCUS: GET INVOLVED/EDUCATED

Do you want to get involved in the political process and amplify your voice 
when it comes to issues affecting working Americans?  While voting is the 
single most important action citizens can take to have their voices heard in 
Washington, there are several other ways to become more involved in the 
political process.

• Know who you are voting for:  Many of the articles that can be found on the internet contain misleading or false
information in order to sway voters to the positions of the writer or media outlet.  The best way to truly know where a
candidate stands is to review their voting record.  The AFL-CIO makes this easy for us to do with their “Legislative Voting
Records” database.  This tool, shows pieces of legislation that have been voted on, why it is good or bad for American
workers and how your representatives voted.

• Let legislators know your views:  When local, state or national leaders are making decisions about issues important to you,
let them know how you want them to vote on the issue by writing, phoning, or e-mailing them.  You can also share your
views at public meetings such as city council meetings and government hearings about issues and laws.  When it comes to
legislation that affects working people in particular, the IAM has developed a resource called the “IAM Activist Center,” that
will automatically generate letters addressed to your representatives.  This is a great tool for reaching out to legislators to
let them know how to vote on key labor issues.

• Connect with state and local labor councils:  Labor councils are umbrella groups that include many of the unions in your
area.  They work on state, local and national campaigns to improve life for working families.  Reach out to your local/state
council and ask them how you can get involved or simply ask to be added to their mailing list.  To find yours, visit this link.

Remember, the labor movement is a team effort and each of us must do our part to preserve and improve our 
wages, retirement security, safe work environments and healthcare.      

• Contribute to MNPL:  The Machinists Non-Partisan Political League
is the political arm of the International Association of Machinists and
Aerospace Workers.  It was created in 1947 to allow IAM members
to gather individual contributions, coordinate political activity and
elect candidates who support Machinists and their families.  To set up
MNPL contributions, please click this link.
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